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1-2 KEY ACHIEVEMENTS SXM

in ensuring an integrated implementation of the SDGs (2014-now):

*HOW and WHO initiated the change (UNDP program) and WHAT RESULTS have been achieved.*

2. UN Training in Democratic Dialogue – On line training (Gov & NGO’s + Private sector). M.o.l 24 started/18 certif.
3. Conducted Dialogues with stakeholders; aim create a common/National Development Vision.
1-2 MAJOR CHALLENGES SXM

SXM faces or has faced in promoting an integrated implementation of the SDGs.

- We Need **Stability in Government & Political will** (Governments to take more control and responsibility to change policy priorities and spending allocations, and look to their own domestic resource mobilization.

- The completion of a **National Vision & the drafting of a National Development plan.**
As good practices, SXM has experimented on integrated implementation of the SDGs:

- **The approach of informing YOUNGSTERS and Teachers on SDGs (theory) and connect SDGs with Art forms by exploring problems of (inter) connecting SDGs and create (practice) expressions of problems & solutions thereof;**

- **USM Seminars/Radio talk show:** general public to Discussions on SDG topics after presenting SDGs from different angles by NGO’s-Private Sector-Government;
1. No Poverty
2. Zero Hunger
3. Good Health and Well-being
4. Quality Education
5. Gender Equality
6. Clean Water and Sanitation
7. Affordable and Clean Energy
8. Decent Work and Economic Growth
9. Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure
10. Reduced Inequalities
11. Sustainable Cities and Communities
12. Responsible Consumption and Production
13. Climate Action
14. Life Below Water
15. Life on Land
16. Peace, Justice, and Strong Institutions
17. Partnerships for the Goals

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)